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Charlie shrugged his shoulders, threw a big hand of cards aside, and said: “I fold.”
There was an uproar in the crowd.
“Does this fold?”
“Throwing one or two hundred million, and in the end he folds when he folds. Will this guy
play?”
“I knew he was so stupid. I had to eat him for whatever I just said! I can’t let William make all
the money!”
William was almost laughing and blooming at this time, but he couldn’t control his
emotions. He could only relax for a long time and then said: “MR. Wade, you have no chips
for the next game. Do you think you can settle the money first? ?”

Charlie frowned, and said with an unhappy expression: “This is really the f*ck! Why is my
luck so bad today…”
After speaking, he looked at William and asked, “I want to spend money to redeem the
chips, right?”
“Yes, yes!” William smiled brightly like a chrysanthemum, squinting his eyes: “MR. Wade, I
will give you my Swiss bank account number?”

“Yes.” Charlie nodded and said: “You give me the account number first, and I will arrange
the financial payment later.”
Charlie said again: “By the way, inter-bank transfers, and also Euro transfers, must be more
troublesome. It won’t be there for a while. I can’t let everyone wait here for my money to
arrive, or else. In this way, I will bet my Concorde airliner with you first, write you a mortgage
agreement, sign and pledge, at a discount of 300 million euros, you only need to give me 30
million chips, enough for me to play another round, you see how?”

William was laughing crazy in his heart, but he just pretended to be very embarrassed, and
said with emotion: “MR. Wade, your Concorde is indeed very rare, but this Concorde is really
an old plane, discounted by 300 million. Is the euro a bit too much?”
Charlie looked at William, and shook his head as if he couldn’t look at him. “So I said that
you are a bi*ch when you do things, like a woman! Don’t say that my plane was originally
out of print, and again After spending a lot of money on renovations, just say that you won
today and I am almost one billion euros. Even if this Concorde airliner is pledged to you at a
discount of 300 million euros, isn’t it just a card? I won it back again, and the plane will be
yours when that happens. What’s the difference between two hundred million and three
hundred million?”
Olivia understood this and hurriedly said, “William! MR. Wade is right, you don’t look like a
man too much, right? You still care about such a little thing here, so he quickly agreed to
MR. Wade and give him another 30 million chips. MR. Wade!”
William came back to his senses at this time, and said to his heart: “Damn right! Anyway,
Charlie mortgaged the plane to me. No matter how much bargaining chip I discounted, it
will eventually fall into my pocket. Not only will the plane return. Charlie has to give me one
billion euros if you don’t want me. I’m so f*cking lucky today!”
Thinking of this, William hurriedly took out 30 million from his stack of chips, pushed it in
front of Charlie with respectful hands, and said with a smile: “MR. Wade, 30 million chips,
please accept it.”
Charlie reached out and took the 30 million chips, nodded lightly, then looked at Olivia, and
said seriously: “Oh, Olivia, to be honest, you found such an object, but You are really blind!”
Olivia also feels that William is a bit uncomfortable, but after all, the two of them are playing
couples today. How much William wins Charlie today is half of her Olivia’s.
Charlie piled the chips in front of him, took the initiative to ask for paper and pen, wrote a
simple mortgage agreement, then signed and pressed his fingerprint.
After it was settled, he handed the mortgage agreement to William, then glanced at the
dealer who dealt the cards, and said with a smile, “I said this buddy, you have to deal well
with me in this round. You see Charlie loses.” With so many, I should have won a round,
right?”

The croupier was about to make a polite statement, and suddenly felt an invisible energy
pouring into his brain, and then immediately nodded respectfully.
However, this change of his, apart from Charlie, no one noticed…

